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Possible outcomes for today's session. You might leave:
Confused
Amazed
Eager to learn more
Dissatisfied

But probably not unmoved.

We'll chat, play and discover.

allthingsagile.ca simplify. learn. transform.



We will be chatting
 We will be interacting with the board
You will be drawing, pen and paper, on your end.

The session is interactive

You can take pictures of everything

For those who are interested in receiving the export and
a mini- series on Systems Thinking, visit this page, leave 
your email.

allthingsagile.ca simplify. learn. transform.



What is Systems Thinking?



Systems Thinking is

Language

Mental Models

Tools

Nodes
Reinforcing
Balancing
Archetypes

Causal loops
Behavior over time
Operational thinking

Observing as patterns.

Identifying behaviors.

And constructing the world through 
hypothesis



What is a system?



Are those systems?

di���t��e so��� is t�i� a s��te�?



It is an entity
Where the whole is bigger than the sum of its parts.
That has a purpose. Parts come together to fulfill it.
There is an order, or a flow. You might not see it, not understand it, but it is there.
Healthy systems attempt to maintain balance.

A system is



Whole?

Purpose?

Order?

What about balance?

Can systems be artificial?



Systems exist everywhere. You don't even know  and yet they exist and function.
So how do we start seeing systems?

Causal LOOPS

Wha� ha���n� if we el����at� al� fo���?



It is impossible to talk about systems without talking about 
sustainability.



Let's bring it to the business world

Does this picture feel right?

Wha� if o�r de���d do����s 
in t�e ne�� ye��?

Cus����r
de���d

Pro���t�o� 
p�e�s���



This looks more like reality

Cus����r
de���d

Pro���t�o�
p�e�s���

Pro���t
Qu�l���

So, w�e� do�� en���� bu�� an� en���� of a de���d ju���f� t�e de����on
 to in���t in be���r qu����y s��te��?

How to so��� t�i� eq���i��?



What else can we look at?

BEHAVIOR over time

ti��

Dem���

Qu�l���



System maps can grow big!
You define your boundaries based on your quest (ion).

https://journals.pl
os.org/plosone/ar

ticle? 
id=10.1371/journa

l.pone.0132216 The Challenge of Cardiovascular Diseases and Diabetes to Public Health

https://www.mcgill.ca/bioe
ng/files/bioeng/using_caus
al_loop_diagrams_for_the_i
nitialization_of_stakeholder
_engagement_in_soil_salinit
y_management_in_agricult
ural_watersheds_in_develo

ping_countries.pdf

McGill: initialization of stakeholder engagement in soil salinity management

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0132216
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0132216
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0132216
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0132216
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0132216
https://www.mcgill.ca/bioeng/files/bioeng/using_causal_loop_diagrams_for_the_initialization_of_stakeholder_engagement_in_soil_salinity_management_in_agricultural_watersheds_in_developing_countries.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/bioeng/files/bioeng/using_causal_loop_diagrams_for_the_initialization_of_stakeholder_engagement_in_soil_salinity_management_in_agricultural_watersheds_in_developing_countries.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/bioeng/files/bioeng/using_causal_loop_diagrams_for_the_initialization_of_stakeholder_engagement_in_soil_salinity_management_in_agricultural_watersheds_in_developing_countries.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/bioeng/files/bioeng/using_causal_loop_diagrams_for_the_initialization_of_stakeholder_engagement_in_soil_salinity_management_in_agricultural_watersheds_in_developing_countries.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/bioeng/files/bioeng/using_causal_loop_diagrams_for_the_initialization_of_stakeholder_engagement_in_soil_salinity_management_in_agricultural_watersheds_in_developing_countries.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/bioeng/files/bioeng/using_causal_loop_diagrams_for_the_initialization_of_stakeholder_engagement_in_soil_salinity_management_in_agricultural_watersheds_in_developing_countries.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/bioeng/files/bioeng/using_causal_loop_diagrams_for_the_initialization_of_stakeholder_engagement_in_soil_salinity_management_in_agricultural_watersheds_in_developing_countries.pdf
https://www.mcgill.ca/bioeng/files/bioeng/using_causal_loop_diagrams_for_the_initialization_of_stakeholder_engagement_in_soil_salinity_management_in_agricultural_watersheds_in_developing_countries.pdf


Start small. Simple.

You need multiple perspectives.

When mapping systems...



1 - Talk to people!
2 - Observe people in action.
3 - Survey.
4 - Model / experiment.

Not just behavior over time.



1 - Select a problem arena.
2 - Ask yourself what is painful, what is possible, what you want to know. 
That's your quest!
3 - Think of the nodes, the parts of the problem arena that you see.
4 - Map the relationships individually. Don't judge the whole.
5 - Map the behavior of the nodes over time.

Systems quick mapping cheat sheet



LET'S MAP SYSTEMS

1 - Your room number = your board number
2 - No more than 3 nodes
3 - Don't try to balance the system. Map it is as you see it in the simplest.
4 - If you add a third node, discuss the behavior over time.
5 - Discuss what you find hard in the mapping process.

Hints:
one person to share screen with the group;
one or two persons to move the items to avoid conflict of clicks.



1

+

+

+ -

-
-

How do we increase a team's output? Quantitative outputs (as in 
Tasks)

Team quantitative 
output

Shareholders
pressure

Customer

Team with proper 
tools and capacity

We found it hard to start with causal loops... Notion of the system's purpose...

Team WITHOUT 
proper tools and 

capacity



2

+
+

+

-
-

-

How can we reduce youth criminality in Laval - Fabreville ?

Education and 
infrastructure

Younth crime statistic

Rules and ethic Community involve

-

Rights and 
responsibility

+
-



3

+

+

+

-

-

-

Quel est l'impact des décision gouvernementales liées au COVID  sur 
les gens?

Gouvernement

citoyens

médias "officiels"

médias alternatifs

+

++ +

Le gouvernement cherche à cré
une balance entre liberté 

individuelle et sécurité sanitair

Gou

San



4

+

+

+

Comment balancer nos habitudes de nutrition

Désir de manger

Manger

Se sentir bien

+
The zoro curves!



5

+
++

-
-

-

Double click me to add the question of your system

double- click to write 
node 1

double- click to write 
node 2

double- click to write
node 3



6

+

+

+

-

-

-

Ecomm Delivery System

Customer

Store

Warehouse



7

+

+

+

-

-

Worklife balance

Workload

Employee stress

Employee absence



8

+

+

+

-
-

-

Encourager le sentiment d'appartenance et l'engagement des 
employés

Nombre 
(personnes/activités) 
sur la page Facebook

Sentiment 
d'appartenance

Les réactions à la 
page FaceBook

Département des communication

+

Manque 
d'activité sur la 

page FB

Manque
d'inscription

ue une masse
tique dans
ains groupes



9

+
++

-
-

-

Double click me to add the question of your system

double- click to write 
node 1

double- click to write 
node 2

double- click to write 
node 3



10

+
++

-
-

-

Double click me to add the question of your system

double- click to write 
node 1

double- click to write 
node 2

double- click to write 
node 3



11

+
++

-
-

-

Double click me to add the question of your system

double- click to write 
node 1

double- click to write 
node 2

double- click to write 
node 3





















How was it?
We changed 
the names 

of the nodes 
few times...

Where 
to stop!

Overwhelming

Est- ce 
qu'on a 

bien 
compris?

We worked 
well in 
team!

Difficult!

I don't 
understand 
the + and 

-!!!

the more the 
question is 

vague the more 
is difficult to 

create a system

Nodes are 
open to 

interpretation

difficult to 
define what 
is a + and -

1

Quickly we got to wanting 
to add more nodes to the 
system. Starting to draw it 
makes you think about the 
other parts of the system 

and different impacts



Your mental models might be hung up on events, timelines and linear thinking.
You might sometimes mix causation and correlation.
You might be quick in "completing" the picture, like we saw with quality, which is 
considering it DONE.
Bias: it is natural, it belongs to animal evolution. But you have to be aware of it.
Suspend the need to solve. Just observe. Register what you see. You are just mapping.
Embrace empiricism. Hypothesize, test and analyze the results.

Watch out for...



The whole point in understanding how to map systems is so that you 
can design positive interventions that will trily balance the system, 
that will generate sustainable change.

You don't want to have knee jerk reactions when dealing with complex 
problems.

Why map systems?



Fro� li��s

How is Systems Thinking different than "normal" thinking

To re����on���p�

Wha� we ca�� "no���l" or t�a��t�o��� is li����, an���t��,
re���t�o���t
We t�i�k in ev���s

Sy��em� t�i�k��� is d��am��, s��t�e��c,
ge����ti��.
We t�i�k in s�o���s

Profitability

Quality

Leadership

Alignment
Profitability

Quality

Leadership

Alignment



What is hard with systems thinking?

Consider 
impact 

over time

Not used to 
stop 

thinking 
linearly

Tend to 
start too 

big

FOCUS on one 
question 
or/and 

opportunity at 
the time

Difficult to 
identify all 

the 
behaviours.



What are you taking with you?

A lot of 
food for 

thoughts :)

Another 
way to look 

at the 
system.

Always good to 
go back to the 
fifth discipline!

Thanks
Francois



No, it was 
not good 
enough

Did this session satisfy your curiosity?

No, I 
need 
more

Yes, but I 
need 
more

Yes, and I 
got all I 
need for 
now

42

FrancoisO.o
1

Yes, great 
introduction. I need 
more information to 

be more 
comfortable with 

the concept. 
Caroline



Confused
Amazed
Eager to learn more
Dissatisfied, etc.

How are you feeling?

A little 
confused 

but 
curious.

Eager to 
learn 
more

I want to try to do it with my 
team!

Not sure where to start. 
Would it be too simplistic for 

a 1hour session..?



Free introduction to Systems thinking

+ export of today's session

https://www.allthingsagile.ca/systemsthinking

https://www.allthingsagile.ca/systemsthinking


Must- read Systems Thinking books

 www.amazon.ca

Seeing the Forest for
the Trees: A Manager's
Guide to Applying
Systems Thinking:
Sherwood, Dennis:
9781857883114: Books -
Amazon.ca
Seeing the Forest for the Trees: A
Manager's Guide to Applying Systems
Thinking: Sherwood, Dennis:
9781857883114: Books - Amazon.ca

 www.amazon.ca

The Fifth Discipline: The
art and practice of the
learning organization:
Senge, Peter M.:
8601420120846: Books -
Amazon.ca
The Fifth Discipline: The art and practice
of the learning organization: Senge,
Peter M.: 8601420120846: Books -
Amazon.ca

Thinking in Systems : aprimer : THe 
macroscope, Joel De Rosnay...old but 

excellent book on systems.   
https://www.physicsoflife.pl/bibliografia/
books/Rosnay_The_Macroscope.pdf  or 
http://donellameadows.org/systems- 

thinking- resources/

THe macroscope, Joel De 
Rosnay...old but excellent 

book on systems.   
https://www.physicsoflife.pl
/bibliografia/books/Rosnay

_The_Macroscope.pdf

The Systems Thinking 
Playbook by Linda 

Booth Sweeney and 
Dennis Meadows

If you have no 
time for this big 

book, at least 
google The Beer 

Game!

http://donella
meadows.org/

systems- 
thinking- 

resources/

https://www.physicsoflife.pl/bibliografia/books/Rosnay_The_Macroscope.pdf
https://www.physicsoflife.pl/bibliografia/books/Rosnay_The_Macroscope.pdf
http://donellameadows.org/systems-thinking-resources/
http://donellameadows.org/systems-thinking-resources/
https://www.physicsoflife.pl/bibliografia/books/Rosnay_The_Macroscope.pdf
https://www.physicsoflife.pl/bibliografia/books/Rosnay_The_Macroscope.pdf
https://www.physicsoflife.pl/bibliografia/books/Rosnay_The_Macroscope.pdf
http://donellameadows.org/systems-thinking-resources/
http://donellameadows.org/systems-thinking-resources/
http://donellameadows.org/systems-thinking-resources/
http://donellameadows.org/systems-thinking-resources/
http://donellameadows.org/systems-thinking-resources/


Connect with me

https://www.linkedin.com/in/petulaguimaraes/ https://twitter.com/PetulaGuimaraes https://www.allthingsagile.ca/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/petulaguimaraes/
https://twitter.com/PetulaGuimaraes
https://www.allthingsagile.ca/

